[42] Skiving cutter design system (English ver.)

Fig.42.1 Skiving cutter design system
Fig.42.2 Gear specification (internal gear)
42.1 Abstract
Power Skiving, a type of gear cutting method for cylindrical gears
(external gears, internal gears), has passed 100 years since the patent was
established in 1910. However, in recent years, this construction method
has been reviewed and special machines have been sold both in Japan
and overseas. In addition, gear processing is not a gear cutting machine,
but in recent years, spiral bevel gears and special gears are also being
machined at machining centers (catalog (vol.16), page 41 pictures).
Power skiving can be processed with a high-performance machining
center if the tool mounting angle (crossing angle, taper angle) and even
the tool tooth profile are decided. The Skiving cutter design system is a
software that can generate a tooth form of a tool (pinion cutter) from gear
specifications and tool mounting angle. In addition, the generated blade
shape can be generated as an approximate involute blade shape. Fig.42.1
shows the whole screen.

Fig.42.3 Chamfer

Fig.42.4 dimensions
42.4 Tool dimensions
The specifications of the machining tool (pinion cutter) are shown in
Fig.42.5. Here is an example when the tolerance angle during machining
is set to φc = 20 ° with respect to the helix angle of the gear of 26.5 °.
Figures 42.5a and 42.5b show the shape, position and clearance angle of
the cutter, respectively.
In this software, a tool is attached at an intersection angle φc and a
taper angle φt, and a tool edge shape when machining the gear of Fig.
42.2 is generated considering the rake angle and side clearance angle. For
pinion cutters during helical gear machining, side rake angle (blade
angle) is not given so that blade grinding is easy.

42.2 Software structure
Table 42.1 shows the configuration of the Skiving cutter design system.
○ in Table 42 is included in the basic software, ◎ is optional.
Applicable gear: involute flat, helical gear (external gear,
internal gear)
Table 42.1 software structure
No.
Item
Page Structure
1
Gear dimension
42.3
○
2
Tool dimension
42.4
○
3
Tooth profile（gear，tool）
42.5
○
4
Setting software（2D）
42.6
○
5
Tooth profile rendering
42.7
○
6
Generating profile
42.8
○
7
Tooth profile-output
42.9
○
8
Approximate involute profile
42.10
○
9
design data
--○
10
Chip shape
42.12
◎
11
Tool reviewing
42.13
◎
12
Chamfering（R，C）
42.14
◎
○：included in the basic software, ◎：optional software

Fig.42.5a Relief angle

42.3 Gear dimensions
When the work gear is an internal gear, the gear specifications are set
as shown in Fig.42.2 and Fig.42.3. The dislocation coefficient has a
direct input method, a tooth thickness, and an over ball (between ball)
dimension. An example of an external gear is shown in 42.11.

Fig.42.5 Tool specifications
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42.5 Tooth profile (gear, tool)
The gear tooth profile is shown in Fig. 42.6, and the pinion cutter
blade shape is shown in Fig.42.7. The blue wire type shown in Fig. 42.7
is the blade shape of the machined end face of the pinion cutter shown in
Fig. 42.8, and the light blue line shows the blade shape of the upper face
of the pinion cutter. The tooth profile has enlargement, reduction,
distance measurement function.

Fig.42.11 Tooth profile rendering

Fig.42.6 Tooth profile

Fig.42.7 Pinion cutter
Fig.42.7, light blue

Fig.42.7, Blue line
Fig.42.8 Pinion cutter (tooth shape rendering function)
42.6 Assembly drawing（2D）
Figure 42.9 shows the assembly chart. As shown in Fig. 42.10, the tool
point (A, B, C) of the machining coordinate value has the center of the gear as
(0, 0, 0) origin.

(a) X-Y

(b) Z-Y
Fig.42.9 Assembly drawing

Fig.42.12 Tool cutting end face (cutting edge) and gear

(c) X-Z

Fig.42.13 Rake angle cross section

Fig.42.14 Pinion cutter

42.8 Tooth creation drawing
Fig. 42.15 shows the setting screen of the tooth creation diagram.
Here, Fig. 42.16 shows the tooth creation Fig. When the cutting depth of
the tool during roughing is 5 mm and the cutting depth of the finish is
6.75 mm.

Fig.42.10 Machining coordinate value
42.7 Tooth profile rendering
In the tooth shape rendering (Fig. 42.12 - 42.15), it is possible to check
the engagement between the gear and the pinion cutter. As an auxiliary
function, there is a function to move and rotate the tool in the X, Y, Z
direction. Therefore, as shown in Fig.42.13, it is possible to check the
relationship between the tool and the meshing (cutting) of the tool while
turning the tool blade. In addition, it is possible to display only the pinion
cutter as shown in Fig.42.15.

Fig.42.15 Creation setting

Fig.42.16 Tooth profile

42.9 Tooth profile file output
You can output the gear tooth form and the tool blade shape as DXF
file and IGES file. Fig. 42.17 shows the tooth profile output setting
screen, and Fig. 42.18 shows the tool CAD drawing example.
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Fig.42.17 Output setting

(a) Blade (side)
Fig.42.21 Cutting conditions

(b) Blade (front)
(c) Blade (file merger)
Fig.42.18 CAD drawing example (3D-IGES)
42.10 Approximate involute blade shape
Since the blade shape generated in Figure 42.18 can be approximated
as an involute, it can be easily handled when ordering (manufacturing) a
tool. For the blade shape of Fig. 42.18 in this example, as shown in Fig.
42.19, the pressure angle can be approximated by α n = 20.6265 ° and
the helix angle by β = 8 ° 30 'in the case of the left cutting edge. As
shown in Fig.42.20, the difference between the approximate blade shape
and the theoretical blade shape is as small as 0.0007 mm in the vicinity
of the cutting edge of the cutter.

Fig.42.22 Chip shape

Fig.42.23 Gear and chip shape

Fig.42.24 Gears and rake faces

Fig.42.25 Cutting thickness

At
in the cutting condition (Fig. 42.21),
the chip shape can be output to the csv file as shown in Fig.42.24.

Fig.42.19 Involute approximate blade shape

Fig.42.24 Cutting thickness (csv file)
42.13 Tool sharing calculation (option)
When machining a gear different from Fig. 42.2 with the tool of Fig. 42.18,
calculate how much you can share with this tool. The gear of Fig. 42.25
has the same pressure angle as the gear module of Fig. 42.2, but the
number of teeth and the helix angle are different. Also, if the mounting
angle of the tool is shown in Fig. 42.26, Fig. 42.27 and Fig. 42.28 can be
displayed. Then, if we compare the □ portion of Fig. 42.28 with the tooth
profile of the gear specification (Fig. 42.25), we see that the difference is
1.2 μm as shown in Fig.42.29. Similarly, measuring the left tooth surface is
0.7 μm.
As shown above, by adjusting the intersection angle and taper angle
even if the tool is different from the target gear, it is possible to minimize

Fig.42.20 Difference in approximate shape of involute (distance
measurement)
42.12 Chip shape (option)
Figures 42.22 to 42.24 show the chip shape when skiving is performed
under the processing conditions in Figure 42.21. In the machining
condition of Fig. 42.21, you can set the feed amount, crossing angle and
cutting amount of the tool arbitrarily. The chip shape shown in Fig. 42.22
and Fig. 42.23 shows the shape until one blade of the tool finishes cutting
for the first time. Fig.42.24 shows the state of the gear and rake face, and
Fig.42.25 shows the 2D cutting thickness by 100 times.
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the tooth profile error so it is possible to share tools. However, in the case
of this example, they match very well, but there are cases where they do
not agree well depending on specifications and conditions. And it is also
possible to analyze the tooth shape rendering table shown in Fig. 42.26
(Fig.42.27) and the chip shape (Fig.42.22) based on the processing
condition (Fig.42.21).
Here we showed examples of internal gears, but external gears can be
calculated in the same way. In addition, tool sharing is calculated on the
2nd screen as shown in Fig.42.30.

Fig.42.30 Tool shared screen
42.14 External gear example
Like the internal gear, the external gear calculates the tool edge shape,
the chip shape, and the involute approximate shape. Calculation
examples are shown in Fig.42.31 ~ 42.43.

Fig.42.25 Gear specification (tool sharing)

Fig.42.31 Gear specification
(without chamfer)

Fig.42.32

Gear specifications

Fig.42.26 Tool set angle

Fig.42.29

Fig.42.27 Rendering

Fig.42.28 Creating tooth profile
Theoretical Involute profile

Fig.42.33 Tool specifications

Creating tooth profile
Fig.42.29 Distance measurement

(a) Gear Tooth Profile
(b) Pinion cutter
Fig.42.34 Tooth Profile
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(a) X-Y

(b) Z-Y
Fig.42.35 Assembly drawing

(c) X-Z

Fig.42.43 Gear and chip shape (external gear)

Fig.42.36 Rendering

42.15 Chamfer C, R (option)
If it is necessary to chamfer teeth of a gear, you can give a chamfer
shape to the tool. As shown in Fig.42.44, chamfering of gear
specifications in Fig.42.2 can select C face and R face.

Fig.42.37 Cutting Edge

Fig.42.44 Chamfer setting
Fig.42.38 Rake angle cross section

Fig.42.39 Setting of tooth

Fig.42.40

42.16 HELP function
You can use the [HELP] function if you want to know the operation
method. If you have unknown contents as shown in Fig.42.46, you can
select the table of contents of Fig.42.46 by pressing [F1] with that screen
active as shown in Fig.44.45.

Creation of tooth profile

Fig.42.45 Help function

Fig.42.41 Involute approximate blade shape

Fig.42.46 Explanation (example of chip)

Fig.42.42 Cutting conditions
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